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Goal: Prioritize training examples to speed up training
Standard SGD with uniform sampling is inefficient for many real-world scenarios
Training prioritizes common cases;
improvement saturates early on
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Second change to SGD: increase learning rate

Train uncertainty set parameters using recent minibatches:
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For learning rate adjustment, estimate gain ratio using moving averages
Practical considerations
RAIS-SGD combines nicely with:
•

Data augmentation

•

Batch normalization (must weight statistics)

•

Dropout

•

Momentum

Size of uncertainty set adapts to these tricks
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Choose p with the best worst case:
Theoretical justiﬁcation: this choice of
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Uniform distribution

Smoothing introduces a critical hyperparameter, which can greatly limit speed-up (if too large)
or lead to divergence (if too small)

Sampling according to gradient norms
prioritizes challenging examples
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First change to standard SGD: use non-uniform sampling
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Small experiment with oracle algorithm: MNIST data, LeNet-5 model
(Note: learning rate schedule optimized for standard SGD in all comparisons)

Naïve solution: prohibit small sampling probabilities—use smoothing

SGD with *oracle* importance sampling
Training data

Empirical results

Approximate importance sampling

Computing per-example gradient norms to train
uncertainty set is impractical with existing tools;
Instead we approximate the terms using gradient
norms of only the loss layer

Conclusions
•

Relatively simple and very practical importance sampling procedure for faster deep model training

•

Speed-ups from RAIS anywhere from 20% to more than 2x—depends greatly on training task

•

Minimal dependence on hyperparameters due to robust optimization concept

•

Promising approach overall with minimal downside and potential for large speed-ups

